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The Production of
George Stoney's Film
ALL MY BABIES: A MIDWIFE'S
OWN STORY (1952)
by Lynne Jackson

Abstract This production history records
'the planning, filming, and initial distribution of
ALL MY BABIES, a 1952 documentary film
designed as "an educational tool to improve the
services of midwives." The paper describes the
conditions of filming in rural Georgia and relations between the white film crew and black cast
members. Sources include extensive interviews
with surviving members of the production crew.

I

t was a time that our nation-particularly the
South--would gladly forget. The Talmadges and
other racists had created an atmosphere in which
Southern blacks often lived in near terror. Such was
the climate in 1952 when ALL IvIY BABIES was conceived and filmed in a small rural area of the HOld
South." A film about childbirth and the work of black
midwives in the deep South, ALL MY BAB [ES is
generally considered one of the "outstanding humanist works of the American cinema."1
Dr. William Mason, a black physician working for
the Georgia Health Department at the time, served
as the liaison between film director George Stoney,
his all-white production crew, and the black community. Mason describes the tone of the times: "Although their bite was never as terrible as their bark,
nevertheless [the racists] abetted their followers to an
almost reign of terror inimical to the emotional and
to some extent the physical health of blacks primarily, but also to the white population in this region."2

As a boy. George Stone\,. the director and writer
of the film, had watched the "mysterious midwives
moving along the back streets. their starched \\'hite
aprons standing oul in the morning lighl."3 Years
later, as a Southern field representative for the Department of Agriculture. he had seen them swinging
their black leather bags along the highways and had
Slopped to give them lifts. gradually learning something of their life:! For years. he toyed \\"ith the idea
of writing a play or a no\·eI about the midwives, but it
was six years into his career in filmmaking before
Stoney found people who had any interest in putting
money into a film about them. 5 His sponsor was the
Stale of Georgia's Health Department; funds were
provided by the Federal Government through its
Children's Bureau. The film was designed as "an educational tool to improve the sen'ices of .mid\\'ives,"6
with the understanding that the film would also meet
the training needs of midwives in other southern
states,' Initially funded for a sum of $20.000, the
final budget was in the vicinity of $45,000; the entire
production, from the first meeting of the script committee in early August 1951 to the completion of the
answer print in late fall 1952, consumed just over a
year. 8

SPONSORSHIP AND FINANCING
ALL MY BABIES was made on a contract drawn up
in the latter half of 1951 between the State of
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Georgia's Department of Public Health and the
Audio·Visual Division of the Association of American Medical Colleges. Stoney worked as an employee
of the Association from January 1950 through the
end of 1953, working on three other films for
Georgia under similar contracts. All rights of ownership rested with the State of Georgia and still do. 9
The State of Georgia had been given some money for
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mental health work at that time. The Federal government was then giving the states some money to try to
get them to go into mental health work; it had set up
the 1\ational Institute of Mental Health and began
putting out money for films. The sponsor's represen·
talive, Kell McLochlain, was a great friend of
Stoney's. She found out that she had an extra
$20,000 left over in her budget. so she and Stoney

discussed doing a film for black families. This film
became PALMOUR STREET, \\'hich Stoney \\TOle
and directed. tO As one of the "earliest" films on
mental health, this \,,'as Stoney's first try as a director
and the Georgia Public Health Department's first at~
tempt to act as film sponsor. PALMOCR STREET
was well-received by the target audience of black
parents and had even been praised by psychologists
and members of other health departments
throughout the country_Heven up I\"orth!",ll Besides beginning a fruitful relationship between
Stoney and the Georgia Public Health Department,
this first film taught Stoney many of the practices
that he utilized two years later, in the production of
ALL MY BABIES.
After the completion of PALlVIOUR STREET,
Stoney spent six months working ,dth one of the
country's leading obstetrician - pediatrician teams at a
famous hospital making a medical teaching film, A
CONCEPT OF MATERI\: AL A1':D NEOI\" ATAL
CARE.12 The George Washington University School
of Medicine and the University Hospital with the
Medical Film Institute and the Association of Amer, ican Medical Colleges produced the film,I3 It is a re _
port to th~ profession based on experience with a
concept which provides a continuity of care to meet
the individual needs of mothers and their newborn
infants. Some of the advantages inherent in having a
bah V at home are combined with an environment of
hospital safety."14 This film indicated that Stoney ,..'as
able to handle the scientific details of the subject, and
received a highly satisfactory review from the American Medical Association journaL 15 A CONCEPT OF
MATERNAL AND NEONATAL CARE influenced
the development of his next film ALL MY BABIES.
Not only did it help to convince the Georgia Public
Health Department that he was qualified to direct a
film on midwife practices, it also helped him in
casting one of the major roles in the film, that of the
mother Ida. But most importantly, these two films he
had directed for the Association of American Medical Colleges had reassured its Director of Audio-Visuals, Dr. David Ruhe, that Stoney was to be trusted.
It was this overwhelming trust that encouraged
Stoney to follow his instincts and produce ALL MY
BABIES, a film much more complex dramatically,
even though he knew it would cost a great deal more
for film, equipment, laboratory work, and finishing. 16 "In time we did get some supplemental
funds, but not nearly enough to cover the extra costs.
These I covered personally by selling a piece of property I had bought from my army savings as a place to
retire and by having the Association of American
II

Medical Colleges advance se\'eral thousand dollars \ I
think it was $9.000 in total), which I paid off on a
monthly basis for the next twO or three years." l ";
Stoney pointed out that the mone~' came in increments: and during the production of the film. he
avoided doing careful bookkeeping ("1 didn't bookkeep ahead ~ ").18 "I knew at the time 1 spent this
money that I would not be able to earn it back from
inco~e from the film. for the full ownership still remained with the State of Georgia. I did it because I
realized this was an opportunity to make a great film.
one that would celebrate Mrs. Coley, (the midwife in
the film- 1\Iiss lvfary"), and one that might help my
own career as a young filmmaker. Both things came
true."19 This opinion is supported by Ms. Dorothy
Olson, former manager of the Center for .Mass Communication at Columbia Cniversity. She stated that
ALL MY BABIES was a "turning point in his career.
The film broke new ground, pioneering the attitude
of health physicians treating midwives as professional
women. H20 In this sense, Stoney gambled financially
and won. Olson added that Dr, ""ilIiam ~fason, a
black physician and employee of the Georgia Public
Health Department, who was Stoney's traveling companion at the time, also fought for money for the
film at the state le\"el. 21
u

HISTORICAL BACKGR()UND
Describing his assignment to work with Stoney as
"serving as a bridge over troubled waters," 1\1a50n'5
job was to Uland confidence in the black community,
even as Stoney's was, with the aid of the health department, to assure the white community that there
was no sabotage intended of the 'white South, and no
intention of even suggesting an unhappy relationship
between whites and blacks existed, nor in any way
promoting a change in black~white relationships."22
The sponsors felt the film would be good if it manifested interest in the health of blacks and indicated
what might be done to improve their health in the
South's traditional way of life. 23 Having worked with
Mason on PALMOUR STREET, Stoney recounts
how patiently Mason had waited through this first
theatrical phase, while Stoney himself learned to see
the black community as they were and not as he had
imagined they ought to be. 24 Bringing the lessons
with him that he learned during the production of
PALM 0 UR STREET, Stoney was better prepared to
approach the members of the community he would
work with in shooting ALL MY BABIES.
In researching material for PALMOUR STREET,
Stoney had relied on information based primarily on
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books and from talking with experts, and based almost nothing on talking with black families (which is
what the film centers on). Once in the field. however.
he found that much of the research he had gathered
was 'Just hogwash. "25 One of the criteria he had set
up for choosing a location for this film was that the
clinic be sympathetic to his project and that it have
some black employees. It turned out that the black
nurse who worked at the clinic was "contemptuously
middle dass,"26 and. because of her misguidance.
Stoney was forced to reshoot a number of sequences.
One scene that was reshot was of the mother bathing
the baby. The nurse insisted that it be shot in a basinet with all the bottles and other "unnecessary paraphernalia." The baby proceeded to knock off all the
bottles, etc. Consequently, the scene \\'as reshot with
the baby's mother bathing him in her normal way. in
a galvanized tub, It is a lovely sequence, and Stoney
stated that, from then on, they just kept changing the
script, adapting it as he learned on location. 27
Learning from this experience, Stoney did his
field work beforehand on ALL MY BABIES. After
\choosing Mary Coley in late September as the midwife for the film, he became, in effect, her p.upil until
a few days before Christmas, "traveling together,'~ a~
she called it, while visiting her patients. In the meantime, Stoney was also working "on his side of to\vn,"
explaining his mission to the (white) hotel manager
and desk clerk as well as several elderly gossips that
hung around the hotel where he was staying. He also
made a point to talk to the taxi driver. and he gave a
brief story to the local newspaper, gradually becoming a familiar figure around Albany.28
n mentioning the touchiness of the situation that
the black-white relationship created for Stoney
during this period, Erik Barnouw pointed out that
Stoney had one important factor going for him: UHe
had a southern accent which he could escalate as
needed, which gave him some ability to mediate,'·29
Stoney was, of course, aware of this advantage. In
choosing a location for PALMOUR STREET. he had
decided that "the community had to have some
people in it who could protect the people he would
be working with,'·3o He knew that the blacks he
would be working with could get into trouble; he
wasn't afraid for himself. He explained: "I'm a
middle class Southerner, you know; that's an assur w
ance,"Sl For the PALMOUR STREET location, one
of the reasons he chose Gainesville, Georgia, was that
Silva Meyer, a man he had been with in Atlanta in the
American Veterans Committee (which was a hi-racial
veterans organization, "very radical at the time"), had
become managing editor of the paper there. He and
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Stoney were still good friends. Stone\' feIr that thi"
friendship would at least guarantee the endorsement
of the project b\' the local paper: he felt he could
count on some protection from that end.3~ These
were the types of considerations that went inro the
preliminary decisions concerning ALL \IY B:\BIES.
nother indication of the lOne of the times is in
the background of some of the major characters
in both PALMOCR STREET and ALL \IY BABIES.
Although he didn '{ find out until after the\' had finished the film, Stoney mentioned that the mother
and father in PAL~IOCR STREET were clandestinely involved in the local !\:\ACP, He recounted a
story in which Mrs. Mary (the mother in the film)
told him that. in the past, she had had to hold her
husband down in bed when he had become so ang-ry
by the way white people had treated him. making fun
of him and so forth. He ran the shoeshine concession
in the local barber shop. He had to fight through all
of that anger, and becoming head of the local
I\' AACP provided an outlet for at least some of his
rage. 33
At the same time. Mary Cole\' (Miss Mary) \,'as
deeply religious and the church to which she be~
longed (The Church of the Kingdom of God)
preached a doctrine of "social ad\'ancement that
would have caused no little consternation if its full
import had been understood by those loiterers
around the court house square that so often spark
trouble in a Southern town. "34 The head of the
church, Bishop 1'\oah, preached simpl~' "nOl to be
afraid 0f white people." A few years after ALL IvIV
BABIES was produced, Ms. Helen Hafner, a prow
fessor of mental health and child de\'elopment at
Brooklyn College, went to meet Miss Mary, She \\'as
invited to the Easter morning ser\'ice by l\:l1ss Mary
and Prince Daniel (Bishop 1'\oah's son) who was then
head of the church, ~1hen Hafner indicated that she
was afraid that she might offend someone there because she is white, they both assured her that the entire congregation was aV~'are that we are Hall brothers
and sisters." Indeed. Hafner felt no resistance to her
presence at the Easter service. 35
Although Hafner's visit was only a few years after,
ALL MY BABIES was produced, the temperament
of the community may have changed somewhat by
that time. Robert Galbraith, who worked as the assistant cameraman on ALL MY BABIES, remembered
an incident when he \\.'as \'\'alking through the streets
of Albany one weekend while ~'orking on the film.
Two white men drove up to him and asked him what
he was doing with his camera: "I'm sure they were
deputy sheriffs, and they scared the life out of me. lt36
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He stated that the white people in the clinic \\'ouldn'[
associate with the members of the film cre\\' sociallY
(after \\'orking hours). H\\'e were outsiders or interlopers. It was a tough thing w deal with .. , I didn't
want (0 jeopardjze the film by getting into any
problems, "3i He also wId of a dinner at ~1iss :\tary's
one Sunday: "\\'e ate in shifts: the black people ate in
one shift, and the white people ate in another shift in
the same house. That wav we didn't break their color
line. nSf! Stoney also pointed out that he and Dr.
Mason had to eat in separate restaurants. 39 However.
when Hafner was there, she took her meals at ~1iss
Mary's home and did not mention that they had sep~
arate shifts. She did mention, though, that she was
advised b x Miss Mary that the cab driver (who had
brought her w the "colored section of town" after
considerable persuasion on Hafner's pan and not
until after she had explained her mission) might get
in trouble if she were to stay overnight. Miss l\Jary
did not want to jeopardize him, Hafner, or herself
and the neighbors by inviting her over. 40 Hafner. like
Stoney and the rest of his crew, stayed in the "white"
hotel in town.
There were indications, though, that the mood of
the people. both blacks and whites. was changing,
Stoney mentioned how some of the members in the
community drove 180 miles to Atlanta to bring back
bulbs for the project when theirs had blown and how
the druggist'S wife emptied her drawers and donated
a lot of baby clothes for the film. 41 Also, Hafner told
of the free breakfast that the hotel gave her at the
end of her stay (and the end of her money) and also
how the cab driver had conceded and brought her all
the way into the black community to Miss Mary's (80i
Cotton Avenue), even though he had initially refused. Hafner stated that, in these small ways, she felt
that the whites were somehow "validating" her mission. 42
alling the film a kind of "epic project," Barnouw
stated that not only were they dealing with subject matter that involved interracial taboos. but the
film also involved the "glorification of a figure [the
midwife] ... whom the southern medical establishment wasn't at all anxious to glorify, although it was
highly dependent upon her:'43 The film involved
North-South tensions as well (a largely i\orthern film
crew at work on a mainly Southern subject). Barnou w pointed out that Stoney knew he could not
"dare to arrive with a crew without a long process of
preparation."44 He recalled how Stoney spent "weeks
discussing the project with all sorts of key people in
the community, so that people who could influence
public opinion knew about the project and the
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reasons for it. The idea was to pn'\'elH an\' backlash
from gaining momentum, "45

RESEARCHING AND SCRIPTWRITING
Haying landed the confidence of the Georgia Public
H,ealth Department \\'ith his film PAL~IOCR
STREET. Stoney suggested that he "g-o traveling, go
talk with the nurses and doctors in the count\· health
departments, observe the midwi\'es in training and in
action before deciding on the shape and the nature
of the film."-16 Dr. Gu\' Rice. Director of the Di\'ision
of ;Vlarernal and Child Health. headed the committee
the state set up to supervise the making of ALL ~tr
BABIES. The committee granred Stone\, the perm is·
sion lO conduct the field \\'()rk he proposed. SlOne\
emphasized that "they left me pretty much alone
with the project: they weren'r on my back. "4i The
committee did prepare a list of 11 z; points they
wanted incorporated into the film, but they didn't
specify how he should convey the points. what the
SLOrv line should be. where he should shoot. or whom
he should cast. 48 Stoney pointed out that this type of
freedom is very rare for any director. So, even
though he had to include the 118 points. he was not
discouraged. Having learned his lesson in PALMOUR STREET about the "pitfalls of book research," he set out into the field.
The first meeting with the script committee in Atlanta was in early August. "Six days and four counties
after we [Stoney and Mason] left Atlanta we met Mrs.
Mary Coley. wI9 Stoney goes into great detail in his
chapter in Robert Hughes' book Film: Book 1. about
ho\\' he met Miss Mary.5o He did not recognize her
merits at first sight and went on to interview several
dozen more midwives, It was tl\'O weeks and fourteen
counties later before Stoney returned to Albany and
Miss :Mary. Before re\'isiting Miss Mary. he paid the
ritual call on the local (white) health officer, who.
even though he was not overly supportive of the
project. did recommend Miss Mary. He simply
stated, HMary Coley knows her business."51
Once faced with the proposal from Stoney, Miss
~lary was hesitant and stated that she had to think
the matter o\,er. Later Stoney learned that she had
talked things over \,vith her "one trusted advisor,
Bishop 1':oah, the leader of her church," It should be
pointed out that Miss Mary's religious belief had an
influence on the film. When Stoney began attending
church with Miss Mary, he found, as Hafner had.
"little of the suspicious reserve that so often bars
white southerners from the companionship of blacks.
Soon everyone on Miss Mary's side of town knew who
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I was, what I was doing tra\'eling \\'ith her. andperhaps most importantly-they knew that Bishop
;\oah had approYed of my project."52
toney's research with Miss ~Ian lasted from late
September until a few days before Christmas.
During this time, they made the rounds together.
often staying six to eight hours in the home before
the baby was born. There was plenty of time and occasion for talk, and here is where Stoney conducted a
good deal of his research for the script. 53
In discussing the narrath'e structure of the film.
Stoney thought at first that the climax of the film
would naturally occur at the moment of birth. However, within the guidelines set up by the Public
Health Department, there were many important
factors that had to be included concerning aftercare.
At first, he thought he would ha\'e a problem constructing the narrath'e around these points. \\rhile he
was out in the field, he found that, more often than
not, the midwife and the mother had too many
things to be concerned with immediately after the
" birth to pause for more than a moment (for example,
, the delivery of the placenta). Stoney found that it was
a rare husband who stuck around during the birth
"and realized that it would be an excellent climax to
show the father the baby for the first time, as well as a
more true-to-life representation. 54
Another example of information learned in the
field was showing the midwife giving equallY good
care to mothers who are uncooperative and or unprepared. This, then, became a problem to be incorporated into the dramatic structure of the film. BarnOllW pointed out that the racial "touchiness" affected the structure of the film. "The main delivery
takes place in a home that is modest but spotless, and
where everything is ready for the midwife. If midwives had only such homes to contend with, the
training film might not have been needed. But any
feeling that the northerners were trying to bolster
northern stereotypes of how blacks lived had to be
avoided. At the same time, to make the film meaningful as a training film, a more miserable home had
to be included among the midwives' problems. So
there was the 'other home.' "55
Stoney recalled the incident from which he took a
major part of the story of the "other home." "Miss
Mary was very proud of her race and very self-conscious about it, particularly with white people. "56
They had set it up so that Miss Mary would call him
whenever she was going to go on a delivery, When
she called him for this one, she said, "Mr. Stoney, I'm
so ashamed for my people on this one." Nevertheless,
she knew that the whole idea was that any midwife
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"would do well with (he mothers \\"ho \\'en: prepared.
but \\'ho \\'ould do well \\'Ith [he ones who \\ere afraiel
and uncooperati\"e; It is these mothers that \"(Hl want
to help. So here is one as tough as nndl e\er ha\"(:' {O
handle: let's see how YOU do. H:,'; ~liss ~lan' was called
to aid a young mentally retarded girl who was 16 or
17: she was h'l\"ing her second Hillegitimate" bab~·.
She was li\'ing with her aunt and uncle, bUI they
didn't reali,' want her there. \,"hen ~Iiss \lan" and
Stoney arrived. "the poor girl was hack in the coal
bin. hiding from :\-tiss ~Ian and (T\"ing. The aunt
and uncle were sitting on the porch. ha\'ing nothing
to do with her. :\-liss ~lary got right to \\"ork. even
though there was nothing prepared foy' her and
nothing to work with. She hegan corralling ever\"thing she could out of the house, talking eyerything
up, coaxing the girl out of the coal bin. washing her
down. and building up such an atmosphere that the~'
were all excited bv the time the bah,' arrl\'ed. including the aunt an'd uncle, "58 \\"hen St~mey incorporated this into the script. he obviouslv made it a bit
better that it indeed was; as Barnouw pointed out,
any feeling that southern p{)\'eny was being exploited v,as a\'oided."59
nother factor that de\'eloped as a result of the
above experience was a bonding between 1\'lis5
Marv and Ms. Hannah !\litchell. one of the technical
advisors for the film from the Public Health Depart~
ment in Atlanta. 1\litchell was a \\'hite, medically
trained nurse-midwife. She had spent ten years in
the Kentucky mountains as midwife-on-horseback
with the Frontier l\'ursing Service. "l'\ow she had the
far more difficult job of tr~'ing to do something about
the standard of care receiyed by the approximately
25,000 Georgia mothers who were delivered by the
midwives annually. The film (() be made was largely
her responsibility. "60 It was Mitchell's committee.
along \'.;ith Dr. Rice 'who had ag-reed on the list of 118
points they felt should be included in the film. There
was also another medicallY trained nurse-midwife assigned to work on the fil~, Ms. Marian Cadwaller. 61
Once Mitchell arrived in Atlanta, Stoney noticed
that "quite suddenly Miss Mary wasn't having as
many births as she usually had. She didn't call us.. I
spoke to her, in fact fairly sharply. So, she called
us. "62 Mitchell was there for the delivery of the
young lady's baby, mentioned above. "Miss Mitchell
noticed the fact that Miss Mary was a professional
and rather than taking over, she became Miss Mary's
assistant. When the knee-baby (the first illegitimate
child) who was wandering around all over the floor
with no diapers on had a ,bowel movement on the
floor directly below us, Miss Mitchell was right down
H
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Figure 2. Nurse-midwife Marian Caldwalladl'r, technical adviser, on hand during thl' filming.

there cleaning it up. Miss Mary had never seen a "false." One sequence cut was in the original script,
white nurse just automatically do something like that. and the other one cut was one he had added later.
I can tell you that after that, those two were just two- during production, The scene that he cut originally
and-two. That had made a real bond between came right after the first birth, when Mary returns
them."63 It is this kind of sensitivity and humanity home. "Instead <?f having her just leave the birth and
that gives the film its underlying strength and coming home. 1 had her walking through a graveyard early in the morning and seeing one of these
beauty.
Of course, those situations were modified a great little cribs that I had seen on graves in the South,
deal for the scenes in the movies, just as the birth of with flowers on it that had been left over' from the
the "responsible and prepared" mother was a bit funeral. I had her thinking that something wasn't
glorified and made (perhaps a bit) "too nice, too or- clean, the knives and so forth ... "66 But he dropped
ganized."64 Stoney admits, "I would say that the Ida the sequence because he couldn't find a "legitimate"
sequence [the well-prepared mother] was obviously a site. HI couldn't find a black graveyard that had anyglorification of what was there, though the bed was in thing like that in it. I found out that the blacks had
the room and nearly everything else was in the room. great celebrations at the funeral but the graveyards
I did see mothers that were as ready as Ida; I seldom themselves weren't anything as important as they
saw fathers who were as cooperative as Will [the fa- were in the white community, so 1 realized it was
ther in the film]. That father was an 'ideal,' though false."67 Stoney went on to sa}' that it is this kind of
there were some. So, it was a combination of all the thing that he keeps asking documentarians to do.
good things I had seen. "65
"You develop a script out of your ideas, you have
There were also sequences that were planned and hunches and you put them down. Once you get on
not used because Stoney realized that they were location, if they seem false, if they feel false~ drop

Lynne}ackson

them."68 He stated that the gra\'eyard sequence \\'as a
very good example of a fancy idea that ob\'iously
didn't work with ~1iss ~vlary's practicality.
The other sequence dropped was one he had developed while on location. He had been to church
with Miss Mary, The Church of the Kingdom of God,
and had seen a christening there. "It was ,'ery exciting; the Bishop blessed the child, and then the
child was passed from hand to hand, and each
person in the congregation sang to it and kissed it. I
thought, wouldn't it be a marvelous \',:ay to end the
film?'69 They did film the entire sequence, after all
the others had been completed. But the sequence was
dropped in the rough edit stage. The decisions made
in cutting will be discussed in greater detail.
ecause the film \vas conceived and \\Titten in
1951 it seemed reasonable that there might be
some influences from other filmmakers (such as the
Italian Neo-realists), in the use of non-actors and onlocation filming, as well as in the social content.
When asked, Stoney replied that the had been seeing
the Italian Neo-realist material and that he had seen
De Sica's 1946 film SHOESHINE a number of times,
, it being one of his favorite films. But as far as actually
thinking we are going to do this sequence this way
because of ... and this sequence this \\'ay because
of ... ," he has no recollection of anything of that
sort. 70 It also seemed possible that he may ha\'e been
influenced by some of the American 1930s photographers such as Walker Evans. Stoney had worked for
the Farm Security Administration; HI \\'as very much
influenced by their photography, no doubt about
that. n71 But as far as filmmaking went, he was much
more influenced by the examples he had been seeing
from the National Film Board of Canada, such as the
"Mental Mechanism" series, a group of films designed to teach lay people about mental health (Bob
Anderson's series of films: FEELI!\;GS OF REJECTION, FEELINGS OF OVERDEPENDENCE, SHYNESS). "When I did PALMOUR STREET, it was in
direct response to the Mental Mechanism series ... It
wouldn't have been made if Anderson hadn't made
his films. You can see the parallels very clearly. "72
In considering other examples of things that influenced him, Stoney mentioned Pare Lorentz's 1939
script THE FIGHT FOR LIFE. He had not seen the
film at the time, but he had read the script, published
in Twenty Best Film Plays.73 It is the only documentary
script in the volume, with a long preamble written by
Lorentz to his composer. Stoney said that this was not
a big influence on him, but that it did influence him.
"I remember saying to myself, 'I don't want to make a
film that says the pain of childbirth is the expiation
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for original sin. I want to celebrate childbinh" :\.nrl
then I started traveling with ~Iiss \[an" and that
seemed to be the right Lthing to do."74 The idea of
haying an actual lin' birth shown completeh in the
film \\'as something that Stoney said he 'just assumed
since it \\'as for midwives: of cot! rse we'd do it. "75
During the planning stages of the film. StOlWY
had written to Louis Applebaum concerning the musical score. They had worked together on the music
for PALMOCR STREET, "Lou and 1 had often
talked about the need for the composer to p;et in
early and help plan the thing. so I wrote to him, I
had heard the mid\\'i\,es sing-ing. so I said I'd like to
collect some of the songs, and I did:' 76 Applebaum
stated that he had been down to Georg-ia and met the
people, getting a feeling for the en\'ironmerH. "so
there would be a true sense to the music " j i He had
heard the midwives singing. which had a great influence on him. He also had attended one of the area's
small Southern Baptist church sen'ices. "My contact
with that kind of communit\' was limited. so I went
there to get a sense of the q~ality of life. "78
brief mention of how the guidelines recommended b~' the Public Health Department were
integrated into the script is called for here. Stoney
mentioned that "Miss Mary. without knowing it. had
shown me how to translate almost e\'ery one of the
committee's 118 teaching points into dramatic action."79 He had seen the teaching substance of the
film in the daily practice of the midwife. 80 However,
to transfer those points from life to script and then to
film took very careful observing and tight scripting.
"Things I had once regarded as 'merely technical'
became fascinating, alive with dramatic meaning and
rich in possibilities for visual pattern. "81 Miss Mary
was not only carrying on a tradition of successful
midwifery, she was also creating a tradiLion. "You
see, she worked very stricti y to her instructions. You
remember that wonderfulliule dance that her hands
do when she is waiting for her birth~ 1'\ ow, a physician who was wearing sterile gloves could have held
back the head between contractions, saving the
mother a good deal of pain. But because Miss Mary
wasn't sterile, she couldn't touch the mother."82,
Stoney pointed out that "techniques that had been
given so much attention [about 1959-60] by advocates of natural childbirth had been part of Miss
Mary's stock-in~lrade for years. There is something
akin to hypnosis in the way she uses song and a kind
of crooning Whisper when the time of birth ap~
proaches. H83 In the film, Miss Mary tells Ida, "Bear to
when you feel one coming, honey ... But pretty soon
now I want you to pant like a dog, ahSas, ahSas,
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ahSas ... Remember now, that's so's the baby's head
won't come down too fast .. ,"84
Other points that \\'ere incorporated into the
script were quite progressive for the time (as far as
"modern medical practice" was concerned), according to both Stoney and Helen Hafner. Hafner
had seen the film and began showing it in her classes,
"It is outstandingly fine in what I consider to be the
most important aspects of bringing children into the
world. "85 Stoney mentioned that "the attitude toward
birth. it being a natural thing ... rather than the
"trauma of birth: was just beginning to be proposed.
They had to deal with the fact that cleanliness was
fundamental to the improvement of childbirth. The
assumption was that the only place that you could
keep clean was in the hospital. The second point was
that obstetricians were almost all male. and everything was done for his [sic] convenience. putting the
woman in that position, etc. But the whole psychological approach (that was presented in ALL MY
BABIES) was something that was very new. Your
were gettin.g a little of it here or there. with the Gesell
people, at Yale, a little of it in a few other places, but
not many. So :Miss Mary was really carrying on a tra~
dition."86 Hafner had found some of the new ideas at
the University of Michigan, but when she went to
teach in I\ew York, the ideas were "barbaric" to her
students. One of the points that was so very different
was that the woman in the film breast-fed her baby
shortly after birth. That wasn't even allowed in i\'ew
York at that time, and even in Michigan the doctors
felt that, for the first 24 hours. the mother's milk
would make the baby sick. Other differences were
the beliefs that the women would go through childbirth with absolutely no anesthesia and didn't scream
in pain during childbirth and that the placenta came
out shortly after the child. (Hafner pointed out that
the doctors didn't seem to make the connections that
the women they dealt with so often were very
drugged up, which is why the milk may have made
the babies sick and why the placentas may have come
out so much later). Hafner also thought that it was
very progressive of the state of Georgia to insist that
the film stress paying attention to the other children,
making sure that they know another baby is coming,
stressing the importance of the family unit at a time
like that and involving the husband (chopping wood
within earshot; getting the incubator; etc.),87
All of these points, as well as the dramatic element
in the narrative, were written and worked out by
Stoney before the end of December. "In terms of the
narration, ,I wrote it around what I had heard Miss
Mary say, and then, when I had her say the lines, if

the" sounded false. we would chan~e it. "I'I' Stone\
was home in time for Christmas and the arri\"al of hi~
own first child.
As Barnouw pointed out. "Stone\' '\1ouldn't han"
dared to arri,'c with a crew withollt a lon~ process of
preparations. "89 After finishin~ his research and
field work. Stone\, headed for -'ew York to find his
crew,

CAST AND CREW
Stoney stated that he first tried to reach Ricky Leacock and ask him lO take the position of cameraman,
but Leacock was unavailable at the time. gO -'ot re~
membering who recommended Peaslee BOllC!. Stone~'
said that he hadn't seen his work. but he got along
with him. He was also impressed by the fact that
Bond's wife was a nurse and planned to accompan\'
them on the trip South. So, Stoney wok a chance on
Bond. 9J Bond had been doing some documentary
work, but most of the jobs he had filmed were industrials for commercial use.9 2 Robert Galbraith, the assistant cameraman, had been working with Bond and
got the job with Stoney through Bond. 93 Because of a
lack of professionally trained personnel in the South.
Stone" went to I\ew York for the members of his
crew. But there were a few exceptions; in Atlanta, he
hired Sylvia Betts as his editor. She and Stoney had
worked together before. She edited all but two or
three of his films for the next 17 years, Betts was
originally from England and had worked in the feature industry there. Having married a G.I.. she came
to the states after the war and settled in Georgia. 94
She began working in one of the only places in the
area that dealt with film. the Center for Communicable Disease Control of the C .S. Public Health Ser~
vice. 1t had a large film production cen.ter just outside Atlanta. Except for a couple of small industrial
film places and one (Strickland) making trailers for
theatres advertising local stores. it was the only place
in the southeast offering employment in film production. Betts worked at CDC as a staff editor but often
did free-lance editing jobs on the outside. She had
edited A COJ\:CEPT .. , for Stoney before working'
on ALL MY BABIES.95 Her name was Sylvia K.
Cummings at the time of the film.
Two other crew members came from Atlanta: the
'sound engineer Walter Winn and his assistant, Jack
Brown. Both \Ninn and Brown, like Betts. worked on
the staff at CDC but free-lanced when they could.
They arranged for Stoney to rent the sound truck
and equipment through their department. 96 The
chief electrician, Robert Downey, had come, together
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with a "lighting package" and a truck. from a large
industrial and commercial filmmaking outfit headquartered in :\e\\' York City, Stoney did a number of
directing jobs for this firm (see THE .-\:\fERICA:\
ROAD. etc.). and he had many friends there. "The~'
gave me a very good 'dear which enabled me to do a
much more careful lighting job than would ha\'e
been possible otherwise ... One more example of the
number of 'helping hands' (to use a fa\'()fite phrase
of I\Hss l'vlary's) it took to make this film, "9i
Once Stoney had cast Miss Mary as the midwife.
and Bishop ~ oah had approved of the pr~ject. there
seems to ha\'e been little trouble in filling in the rest
of the cast. 1\'Iiss I\1ary had lined up about six
mothers-to-be for him. Apparently though. most of
them had their babies and "flattened out" on him
over the Christmas holiday.98 The woman that
Stoney had decided upon as his first choice for "Ida"
was a "pretty girl," according to Galbraith, He felt
that the woman who became the Ida in the film,
Martha Sapp, came across bener. 99 On the first day
of the shoot, the \-\'oman who was to play Ida had her
baby. "You see about 22 feet of her in the prologue
\ of the film as a baby is put in her arms and she smiles
down at it, this from about 2,000 feet of 35mm film
shot at the birth. vVe couldn't use her then for the
main story because we had not done any of the preliminary work, except for a few scenes from the 'everything is ready for the baby' sequence which had
been shot that morning." 100 So, SLOney was forced to
find another mother.
In discussing the role with Martha Sapp and her
husband, Stoney showed them the film he had just
made, A CONCEPT OF rvfATER1\'AL Al'\D 1'\EOr\AT AL CARE. He mentioned the importance of
being able to show the Sapps that the film was not
something they were just coming into the black community to do, but that "white women were doing it
also." 101
afner had mentioned that one of the things
that Miss Mary did so well, in her practice as a
midwife, was to ease the fears of the black women in
being examined by a white doctor. Hafner stated that
the women were even reluctant to hav~ their mouths
examined, never mind have blood drawn. 102 Therefore, in this context, it is extremely impressive that
Stoney was able to coordinate this project at alL It
took a lot of skillful and sensitive handling of the
people involved. To further convince Sapp to be in
the film, Stoney offered to cover the cost of her delivery (at the time, Miss Mary was charging about
$30), to furnish whatever clothing and supplies she
required, and a per diem to cover food, baby sitters,
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and tra\"el ex.penses. 103 In the end. she recein:'d other
things. including a refrigerator. lO .t This was exacth
the agreement that Stone\' (acting on behalf of
the Association for American :\ledical CoHegesl
made \dth the white \\'oman featured in A CO;\CEPT ... 105
arnouw pointed out that the "community-relations" problem (the black-\\'hite issue and the
fact that the "southern po\"erty must not be exploited") also affected the casting. "The midwi\"es
were, of course. midwi\"es. the doctors doctors. and
the nurses nurses. ~rost of the characters were plan:.d
by people of like social identity. But not the \'oung
woman (Marybelle) who had her bab\ in the squalid
hut."I06 This woman was very definiteh' chosen as
the "actress" to play this role. Stoney states that she
was a student at Albany State College. a black, State
teacher-training institute on the edge of Alban\'~ he
found her on campus.!Oi "Her husband was a Sergeant at the local airfield. Both were natives of the
r\orth and moved back soon after the film was finished. She had gh"en birth to a girl fi\'e years before
we filmed (the child appears in one scene. late in the
film, when Marybel1e looks up at the incubator and a
child passes through the frame). At the birth. she was
so sedated that she remembered almost nothing, and
1\'fiss Mary and I had to 'show her e\"erything,' Once
she got the basic idea of the chal-aeter, however, she
was \\'onderful to work with."108 As Barnouw pointed
out, "At any rate. the point is that she was obviously
'inventing her role: whereas most or all of the others
were re-enacting their own roles in life."109 She had
the most dramatic role in the film. and it is important, even though ob\·ious. to remember that she is
not playing herself in that role.
Hafner pointed out that Ida's husband in the film
was not rvIanha Sapp's husband. llo Ida's husband
was played by "rill Coley, ivfiss ~Iary's oldest son, in
whos~ house they filmed the first birth. Ida's two
'children' were also \,'ill Colev's. "Martha had two
boy.s of her o\\'n which we decided not t9 use because
they would have tied her down during the shooting
and' fragmented her anention. We chose Will over
Martha's real husband because he was more immediately available and we liked his appearance. Also, he
could
a more natural response from the children,
we thought. Finally, i\fiss Mary recommended this.
1\1artha seemed content with the arrangement. I do
not recall her ever mentioning her husband during
the filming. At the time of the birth he was at home
(across town) with his two young boys. I do not remember his appearing at any time during the
filming,"lll That Martha's husband was not on hand
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Figure 3. People of like social
identit), were chosen as members of
the cast; actual clinic patients and
'staff members played themselves.

during the birth was not unusuaL Hafner stated that
often the men were down at the bar with their
buddies when a woman was having her baby.112
Stoney also recounted that it was the unusual hus~
band who hung around: "Most would walk out into
the fields a mile or so, or down the road to the store
where they would wait for word."1l3

IvIast of the other members of the cast are dearly
"playing themselves:' There were. however. a few instances in which it was necessary to cast a person in a
role. The man playing the dinic doctor was actually
the health officer in Albany. The reason he was cast
in a different role was that St(~ney had originaHy
wanted a black doctor to play that role of the clinic
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doctor. The health officel" said that thel"e \,'as onl\one black physician in town. and he didn't ha\"e a
good reputation, So the mid \,·jYes. "being traditional.
would have thought that they were getting a secondrate doctor. Or. '\rhat's the matter; aren't \,"e good
enough to get a \"hite doctor~' "/14 This is just another example of how twisted the racial problems
could be. "\Ye had someone else give the health officer's speech, someone from the city hall. the city
treasurer, someone like that. "115 The clinic scenes
were all re-enacted, but the "same people, mothers
who were coming to the clinic. "'ere in the film,"116
Stoney. had learned not to try. and combine two
things at one time, such as clinics and filmmaking,
during the production of PAL!\'!OCR STREET. The
nurse had been haying a hard time getting the
n10thers to bring their children in for inoculations. so
she thought that the fact that they would be able to
be in a film might be a drawing card. Consequently,
there was bedlam, and neither the clinic nor the filmmakers were able to function properly, each shot
sometimes taking two or three hours to set up.
Stoney was forced to reshoot the entire sequence
with a completely different group. 117 In spite of the
re-enactments, Galbraith stated that he felt the film
was true to the sense of community at that time. IIB

SHOOTING AND EDITING
The shoot lasted about ten weeks, beginning a \"eek
after 1\ ew Year's and ending in March. As mentioned abo\'e, the first sequence shot was the birth of
the baby of the woman who was originally intended
to play Ida. Even though they were unable to use
most of the footage shot that day, in a sense, it was a
lucky break for the crew in that they had a "dry run,"
so to say, and were better able to set up the cameras
and lights for the second go round. 119 V\Then looking
at the rushes of this first birth, '\ve realized we would
have to modify our design to compensate for the differen t sh utters in the two cameras [one a lvIitchell
NC, the other an Arriflex]. We also had to avoid
harsh shadows which tended to make the deliverv
area look untidy and not as spick-and-span as \\"~
wanted."120
Stoney also found that he was not getting the
exact type of footage that he would have liked to get
from Peaslee Bond's work. Stoney wanted low-key
lighting, but Bond was very afraid of under-exposure. "He was a very persnickety cameraman. He
never knew whether he got the shot. He would test
and test: a head test, an end test, and a scratch
test."121 It was the assistant cameraman's job to do all
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of these tests and to load the film in {he mag;lLines. a~
well as check for scratches and din, (;~dbraith also
mentioned how fuss\" Bond was but did sa\' that the
tests \,'ere worth it.- If there was something \\Tong
\"ith the film. the lab \\"CHild know it right ;l\r;l\- and
process the film diflerentl\,.I~~ The\- were using
1.OOO-foOl roles of film at the time" (~albraith sased
the short ends of the unexposed film instead of
sending them in to be processed. This s;l,"ed a little
bit of money in the processing and enabled Calbraith
to use the film to document the entire production
process in sLill photographs,l~:~
At an\" rate. Stone," discussed the callH.'ra \,'ork
with Bo~d but was still not getting the results he
wanted. He wanted o,"ercast da\'s, but Bond \,'ouldn't
shoot on overcast days, SWlley rememhered going to
see a film with Bonci in which there \'"as a \"en- lowkey sequence (the film almost cenainly \fas A PLACE
I~ THE Sl'~,124 released in 1951. directed by
George Ste\'ens, pho(()graph~' b~" \\"illiam C. !\Iellor),
Stoney told Bond what he wanted, but Bond was still
skeptical because he had been \\'orking for years
doing commercials and industrials. Stoney stated that
he didn't want to take the chance and lose the film. so
he deliberatelY called another cameraman in l'ew
York, making sure that Bond could overhear him,
The next morning, "I woke Bond up and said,
'Here's George with an o\'ercast da\".' That day we
went out and got the plowing sequence, After I had
showed him ho\,' much I liked the low-key stuff, he
couldn't stop,"I:.!:> But it took that kind of urging on
Stoney's part to get what he \"anted,
The entire film was shot Oil Dupont Superior #2
film, which is comparable to Panatomic X, with an
ASA of 25,126 "Bond tried to be faithful to what the
situation was when he was shooting. In many of his
other films, he tried to make them a little too pretty.
He was not as dramatic in his lighting on this film.
He shot on more of a one-to-two ratio, with a transparency in his shao()\\'s, than say a one-to-four raLion.
In his other films, he tried to show more of a softness
than in this one. "127
The slow speed of the film is the reason that many
of the scenes required augmented lighting. "We had
only one '5K' (5,000 watt light), which we used mostly
to simulate sunlight shining in windows, etc. Other\-vise, it was too cumbersome to use except in the
bigger sets, such as in the Health Department scenes.
V\That we did use were lots of Mole-Richardson 750's
which are far more controllable and enabled Bond to
do the subrle lighting he did."128 Galbraith mentioned that they used Bardwell McAllisters, smaller
"inkys" (100-200 wans) for highlights in the eyes. 129

Figure 4. Actual clinic nurJe and health official 7.1'110 is pla."ing clinir doc/or stand hy w lights
the slow Dupont Superior 2 film (ASA 25) (l1'l' arr{wgNl.

The cameras used were a Mitchell l\:C (!'\oiseless
Camera) and an unblimped Arriflex. When the
sound truck (which \\'a5 rented for "almost nothing"
from the Center for Communicable Disease Control
in Atlanta) was used, the Mitchell was connected ro- a
sync generator, and the audio was taped on two·inch
tape,I30 The sound truck came with a two-man crew
(Brown and Winn) and was on location for about two
weeks. "We had planned ro shoot some of the birth
sequence in sync, as much as possible. But, since the
first 'Ida' had her baby right away, the sound truck
wasn't even down yet. Of course, right away we knew
we couldn't shoot the actual birth itself in sync because the Arriflex made too much noise."131 It would
simply have been too much of an intrusion. So, the
first Ida's having her baby right away changed the
whole arrangement Stoney had set up for shooting
the different scenes. It was then decided to film one
of the clinic scenes, the Ivtarybelle cabin sequence,
and the scene when Marvbelle and her husband visit
Miss Mary for the first ti~e in sync.
Everytime they set up for a scene, they had to
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have the Rural Electrical Administration' put in an
extra transformer (or "pot") outside the house. or
site, 1O get extra light. It was the kind of thing that
any construction company does when it is constructing a house or needs extra power. "It was very routine, and \\:e didn'r have any trouble finding someone
to do it. It cost S50 at the time. I think it costs about
$300 no\\,."132 It meant that the'" \\'ere ahle to run
their lines independently of the domestic connections
and. therefore, not run the risk of blowing fuses,
They had to pay for the installation of the pots and
the electrical fees,
The film was "ery carefully scripted and was shot
to the script, in terms of sequences. "\' ery often it was
shot in the actual \\'ay the sequence developed-for
example, the morning sequence when Mary began
worrying that something wasn't clean."I:j:1 They did
the master shots and then the inner-cuts for closeness. U\\'e decided, only after we had done the bed
shot to do the shot where ]\-1iss \lary goes aU the ''''ay
into the kitchen, turning each light on as she passes,
one after another. It took hours to line up the lights
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and then to have them go on exactly as she hit the
switch: we were yelling, 'Lights, lights~' ''134 Peaselee
Bond was responsible for the lighting and Robert
Downe~', as the electrician, responsible for the
wiring,I35
Except for the sequences mentioned abo\'e, all
other scenes were post-synced, live in the studio, including Dr. Mason's narration,136
.
The crew was on location at Man-belle's cabin for
at least one week. Stonev had located the cabin when
he went on a delivery there with l'\!liss Mary. about six
weeks before. He had assisted in that birth by
holding t\\'O oil lamps at the end of the bed. The
cabin was very much the same as was shown in the
film, "It was rough, and five people lived in it. The
family moved out every morning and moved back
every night during the time we were shooting," 13i
They had no electricity and had to have a line run in
from the road to film. "'VVe put in that windov; so that
we could have a justifiable light source. They didn't
even have windows; they only had shutters,"138 Galbraith pointed out that the things in the cabin were
all probabi y already there but may have been rear, ranged a bit to suit the cameraman or the director. so
that it would give a sense of "reality:'139
In spite of Stoney's "long and careful communitypreparation, he had his anxious moments."140 Barnouw recalled hearing of an incident about the time
that shooting was to begin: "Someone in the village
said to the expectant mother, 'So you're the one who
is going to show her bottom to the cameras,' or words
to that effect."141 Galbraith remembered the incident
as taking place in the dinic, when Martha was going
in for a regular check-up. "I believe the woman who
said something like that was named 1\urse Slappy,
Martha walked out of there, and we almost lost the
film." Galbraith went on to explain that it took a tremendous amount of very careful, intense· work on
Stoney's part to smooth out the situation. Galbraith
also stated that he thought the clinic nurse may have
been participating in the film under protest; "There
was a certain bias there,"142 Somehow Stoney managed to "salvage the situation," Galbraith suggested
"it was the way he handled people on this thing; it
required great skill." He stated that it was about then
that Stoney bought the refrigerator for Martha;
"That may have greased the situation, but I am sure
that he planned to give her a gift at the end anyway,
but she got it then, under the circumstances."143 According to Galbraith, Stoney said he "told the people
in the clinic. if they lost Martha Sapp, a $30,000 film
would be lost and that they would be the cause,"144
There was another disagreement involved in the
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filming and post production. concerning the still
photos Galbraith shot while on location, "I shO[ thi~
stuff because I wanted to do it. George didn't o~iect.
and I thought that maybe I could make some mone\.
extra money. I didn't do that. but I got carried
away.'·145 Galbraith stated that he had a disagreement
'with Stoney about compensation for the photographs, and looking back. he considers it a mistake
on his part. Considering that Stoney had to sell some
property to finish the film, it is understandable that
he didn'l ha\'e any money left o\"er to compensate
Galbraith for his extra work. :\e\'t:,nheless. the photographs are an excellent document: with a good bit
of time and diligence, one could probably piece together a much more accurate reconstruction through
an analvsis of the nearl\' one hundred contact sheets.
Howe\'~r, Galbraith pointed out that he was "looking
at the situation as a photographer who was trying to
get the most pretty picture:' and not as an editor or a
documentarian. 146

THE BIRTH SEQUENCE
The birth sequence, perhaps the most striking, yet
sensitivel\' handled scene in the film, indicates
Stoney's skill as a filmmaker as well as his ability to
work with and communicate with people, As discussed earlier. the crew had, in olle sense, the good
fortune to have the opportunity to shoot a "practice"
birth, when the woman originally chosen as Ida had
her baby sooner than planned, Because of this experience, they were better able to set up for the next
birth. "I knew that we had to reduce the shock to the
midwife audience, because I knew that we were
showing something on the screen that they were used
to pulling down the shades on, That \\;a5 their attitude toward childbirth; it wasn't the open thing that I
showed in the film. in terms of most midwives. So this
was reflected in the way we changed the lighting. If
you look at it. you'll notice that the first time you see
the vaginal area, it is in deep shadow. The second
time you see it, the light is up a little bit, and then the
next time a little bit more,"147 The way that this was
done was by plugging in one light after another. "It
,,'as all planned. I'm not too sure how conscious it
was: it sounds almost too pat now, but I wanted the
feeling that 'we're seeing the vaginal area,' but you
don't really see it the first time. The next time, it's
something that you've already seen, 148
Most of the shots concerning Ida and Aunt Mattie
getting ready for the birth were shot two weeks beH

fore the binh. 149 They had an extra pOl installed outside of the house. and it sta\'ed there until after
Martha had her baby and the;.' completed the job.
The\'. did most of the cuta\\'ays, such as the table set
up for the midwife and the clothes and crib all read \
for the baby, beforehand. Galbraith staled that they
spent almost a day on the shots of the s(()\'e. alone ,I5U
\fhen asked about feeling intrusive. Galbraith
mentioned that they had been working with these
people for sometime before the birth, It had taken a
,

while. btH soon each group hegan w (nl~l lilt' 01 hCL
Also. b\' the time ~lanha had her batl'. the crt'\\ had
been set up in the house for o\'er <t \\'eek, ~(l rhe\
were comfortable lOgether. H"'e \\'ere all .'>t'Il:'iti\ e
about intruding un the li\'es of people to begin "ith,
but after a \\'hile \H:' began to kno\\' them and the\
began to know us. Aher thaL the sense of sensiti\'in
relaxed and we were no IOl1{fer \\'alkillu on t'(T{Tshells,"IS!
The first pan of the binh sequence-midwife.
~

~

~~

Figu1'e 5. Midwife Miss Alarv

Coley p'reparing for the birth.

.
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Figure 6. J\1iss ,Hal}' cuaches J\tartJw

Sapp during labor.

aunt. and mother all preparing for the birth-was
shot in the days preceding the birth itself (including
Ida and Miss :'\{ary patiently waiting, pacing), The
scenes with the father and children \fere also shot
during this period. One indication of the shots taken
on different days and then intercut is an insignificant
continuity error. Aunt .Mattie's hairdo is not the same
on the day of the birth as the shots taken beforehand,
It is important to point out that \'ery few people
would ever notice this slight difference, and indeed
the filmmakers didn't notice the problem until they
were editing. 152
As discussed earlier, two technical ad\'isors were
on hand to supervise the filmmaking. Galbraith men~
tioned a conversation he o\'erheard that indicates
some of the thought and preparation that went into
the decisions of the filmmaking concerning the actual
medical end of the birth. "There \,'as a little debate
about whether to wash the vernix off the bab\' soon
after the birth or leave it on. It was a tiny point. but
very important for the film. The decision they made
was a medical decision, based on whether it was correct. "153 Stoney clarified the dispute, "which was over
the practice by most doctors, nurses and midwi\'es-
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including \riss \Ial'~ -of \\'ashing the \'t:,rnix off the
babY soon after birth. \liss \1itchell said this was not
onh' not necessary hut that t here were advantages in
leaving the \Trnix . , . better for the haby's skin, rna·
ture's cold cream' she called iI), and less risk of the
bab\' being exposed to chills from the hot waleI' and
cold air. \fiss \Iary agreed there 'mig-Ill be something
to that' and so did not wash the ne\\' hab\' immediatel\'. But before she put on the prepared clothing
and weighed it. etc. (as \'otl can see), she had bathed
the baby. And. I noted. she continued this practice
with other deliveries \\'hen \fiss \1itchell was not
present.:· 154
The decisions of the technical ad \'150rS can also be
seen in the sequence aher the hirth when A.unt
\lauie brings a plate of food to Ida. and she actually
eats some of the chicken. as well as sharing it with her
"daughter." in an attempt to point out that (I) it is
important to eat the COlTect foods and (2) it is also
important to include the other children. paying attention to them and thereby a\'()iding feelings of sibling jealousy. 155
The birth \,'as shot \"jth two cameras: Peaselee
Bond was on the :\rriflex. located at the foot of the
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Figure 7. Sewbonl baby 1nomt'nt.\ after birth.

bed. looking into the vaginal area. Galbraith was on
the ylitchell, with its much greater magazine capacity
(1,000 feet \'erus 400) and smoothness of movement
(on a heavy Akeley tripod with a good O'Connor or
vVarrel head) shooting "all those man'e1ous pansdown from Ida's face to the birth area. "156
As mentioned earlier. the birth was shot without
sound. "The idea of lea\'ing the birth silent was suggested by Sylvia Belts in the editing. At the time of
shooting, we assumed we would be post-syncing and/
or adding music. We didn't take sync, partl~· because
of the noisy unblimped Arriflex, but also because we
couldn't afford to keep the sound crew and truck on
location the full time."15i Stoney also pointed out that
the decision to have no sound became parr of the
narrative structure of the film; to have the first
sound be that of the baby crying lent emphasis.15~·
Also, Applebaum mentioned that he thought it
would have been pretentious to have music
throughout the birth. He pointed out that, as this was
meant to be a teaching film, they may have consid-

ered that any teacher would probahly be talking and
pointing things out to the students throughout the
birth. 159
Hafner. going d{)\nl to Alban\' to mee, ~Iiss ]\Iary
and talk to her about childbirth, had one important
question to ask her. from the students at Brookl\'n
College: "\\'hy wasn't there atl\" sound during the
childbirth"~ Hafner pointed out that the students
thought this was an imponam part of the documentation, that most women cried and screamed a lot
during childbirth. in their opinion. and to leave this
part out was misleading. 11iO In looking" at the film
carefully. you can see ~Iis.s ~Lan' talking to Ida, even
though there is no sound. Hafner's students had
pointed out that you see Ida grimacing in the film.
Hafner recalled ~'Iiss ~Iary explaining that the way
Ida was grimacing might he understood as something
similar to the way men who are rO\\'ing a boat may
grimace when the\' are pulling back and straining
their muscles. But they are not necessarily screaming
in pain. Hafner quoted ~fiss .\Iar\" as saying, "\fhen
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my ladies are having their babies, they are rowing out
their babies. They are knowing what they are doing,
what muscles they are pulling, how they are doing it;
They are not going to waste a single bit of energy
screaming or hollering or checking on a muscle or
something:'161 Hafner did mention that had there
been a sound track included in the segment. Miss
Mary said a vie\\'er would have heard Ida's breathing.
Three sequences were shot after T't'fartha had her
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baby: when :\1iss \lan' goes hack to Ida's to check up
on the bab\' and mother and redress the umbilical
cord, when Ida goes back to the clinic for her check
up. and at "\1iss \Iary's house at the end of the film.
There was one othel" sequence that was shot after [he
birth. that of the baptism. Stoney described all the
extra effort the cast and crew put into this sequence,
onh' to have it dropped during the editing. The idea
was thought up at the very end of the shooting, and
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Figure 9. A still from I!I(' bapti,on SNjUl'lIa il'!lir!l H'W (111 OJl }'{'tomwrudatioll oj
editor Svhtia Bells 1o {woid "(1 (%ri:alioll u'lt/ell (l'W a il'!JiIl' jJ('}"(('pliou, II iN/.O/ 't
teaching midwh.1n)'." Thr foolage was tlollal('{/ to thl' .\[ lI"fum 0(.\1 ot/rrJ/ A 1'1. Xru'
York.

the crew had all agreed to work for nothing-. to shoal
this last scene. Because Miss Mary's church' did not
have enough light. another church offered to let
them use their building. They borrowed another
baby. because Martha's baby was too young. All the
people in the congregation showed up. filling the
hall, many "dressed in white and all the singing you
can imagine; it was great."162 It was Syh'ia Betts who
convinced Stoney not to use the sequence. "I do regret not finding a use for the sequence. bUl ha\'e
never thought it should be used in this film. not since
. the decision was made to cut it."163 He paid for the
storage of the outtakes for many years, and (hen donated most of the material to the Museum of Modern
Art's Film Depanment. 164
Sylvia Betts deserves a good bit of credit for the

way in which the material \,'as handled. Stoney mentioned a number of times \"hen her fine eye made the
difference and the decisions. One of the main decisions she helped make \\'as the elimination of the
baptism sequence, H\\'e got it into rOl1~h assembly,
did one rough cuL and then Sylda said to me,
'George. it won't go. You ha\'e heightened these
people. You have sho\,'n them so that I don't think of
them as ~egroes, but just people. BUL here you have
them, darkies patting their feet in church.' "165
Stoney said she was right: "It "'as a coloration which
was a white perception. It didn't belong in the film. It
wasn't teaching midwifery:'lfi6
Betts also saw the continuin' error with Aunt
Mattie's hair, but she pointed out that they had to let
it go. She edited as though it wasn'r even there, reaI-
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izing that there 'was nothing they' could do. SlOne~
worried and worried: then Svh'ia told him not to
mention it. saying, "It's so exciting: no one is going to
notice."16i And. of course, that is true: Srone\"s students never noticed it until after he mentioned it. 168
Stoney also gi\'es Betts credit for much of the
pacing in the editing. The film mo\'es sIO\\"I\' during
the birth, giving the feeling of \\'aiting for the baby,
Because he had ro include so much of the aftercare
for the baby and so forth. Stoney had to pace the film
so that the birth was not the climax, "Sylvia picked
that up and she was so sensitive. She took a ,'ery long
time editing. and she warned me. saying, 'This is the
first time that I ha\'e gotten my hands on material
that is so special and I'm not sure how I should edit
it. but I'm sure that it is going to take me a long
time.' "169 Stoney emphasized that all of that silence
broken by the baby's cry was Sylvia's idea. U\\'e didn't
want to put in a narration. I had seen the midwives
enough to know that they would be coaching the
mother, audibly, at the time. I was only thinking of
them as an audience then. \Ve decided that ending
the silence with the baby's cry \,'as the most dramatic
thing we could do, and it would help force people to
concentrate on ,.. . hat was happening on the screen,
Otherwise we would have had to record all kinds of
\ post-sync stuff, and we had no facilities for postsyncing."no The post-synced scenes in the movie
were done live in the studio.
The exposed film was sent to the Precision labs in
1':ew York for processing and then back to Albany,
where the crew would screen the rushes in the
morning at a local theatre in town. Stoney arranged
the material in rough assembly and then enlisted the
help of Betts to edit. Stoney and Betts edited at Stickland Lab in Atlanta, with only a cutting room, an
upright movieola and a portable projector. They had
finished the shooting by I\'larch. Betts began editing
in April; the first rough cut was ready that summer
and the answer print by late in the fall of 1952'.171

MUSICAL SCORE
After the editing, Stoney had almost no money left.
"1 had taken so many chances that I wanted to do just
a conventional score, with violins and so forth:'172 He
had contacted Louis Applebaum earlier (0 work with
him on the score. When the film was readv for the
music, Stoney contacted Applebaum again, 'and they
met in Washington, D.C. After seeing the film, Applebaum told Stoney. "It's the human voice or
nothing, You've become so dose to these people that
I don't dare use anything e1se."173 Stoney played
some of the midwives' songs he had collected, but,
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again. Applebaum said. "That's nor going to \\'orl-.. either. You ha\'e heightened these people: \OU ha\(:'
stylized them. If '·.au put that absoluteh nalllralisric
music against it. i(s going to be out of rhnhm. Just
the wa~' that ~'ou ha\'e lit all of this. so t hat thing:'. are
so bright and forma1. \\'hat \\'e need is a \\'ell-tJ'amed
amateur choir,"17--1 Stone\' found the \Jusical An
Chorus in \\'ashington. made up of about :W graduates from a black high school outside the cit\'. '1'h<::'\'
had reformed after graduating. under the direction
of Othello \\'ilson, They sang semi-professionalh.
each summer going on a tour of a number of Canadian cities, making just enough TllOlIey i'ot' the gas.
ubUl it was certainh' fun." SIOl1e\' heard of the chorus
through a friend, and .-\pplebaulll agreed that they
would do the job. "Louis selected ~ome of' their
numbers and I'earranged them and 1 rewrote the
lyrics. such as 'Evervthing's ready for the bab".' The
midwives had done thaL taken lwmns and made up
words. so that was in their tradition,"1'5 Applebaum
stated that when working with a "foreign idiom:' as
this certainl\' was for him. he \,"otdd do research into
the folk music of the area. In this case, it wa~ black
spiritual music. "The music is much more likely to
reflect me than them, however. I would say it is more
abstract than documentan". with the influences from
my character. "176 ~liss ~Iary does sing one of her
own songs~ however: in the scene \\"hen she is walking
home at night. we hear. in a \"{)ice over. Miss Mary
singing:
All the \....ay, alJ the w;.}\',
Lord. I'm willing to run all the way.
If I stumble on my way. don't be angry. let me
sta\'
Lord, I'm willing to run all the way" ... i7
One of the hardest things in writing music to film.
according to Applebaum is deciding when to write
music, and when w stop. ·'It must be appropriate and
maintain the natural quality. You must remember
that you are writing only for film and to please the
producer, not for prosperity and not for a concert
audience."178 In his pl"eface to the script of THE
FIGHT FOR LIFE. Lorentz wrote to Louis Gruenberg on this same point; HI feel strongly that there
must not be enough variation to interrupt the mood,
and where such unvaried music would be intolerabje
on the concert stage, here it would be noticeable to
such a degree that you would think more of the pictures than you ";ould of [my] man thinking about
death ... we had to take one phrase of music and
repeat it because repetition was better than development."17Y
Applebaum stated that they "tried to reproduce
that maximum human quality and warmth" that he
,
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that "~fedical men from India and Pakistan \dw haH'
seen the film feel it \,'ill have enormous \'alue III the~e
and othel- foreign countries. "188
Among the foreign sales were the follO\\'ing
~Iinistf\ of Healt h. Bangkok. Thailand l per
L.S. Dept. of Commerce)
\\THO ~ledical Office for Se\Thelle~, Indian
Ocean
~1inistr\' of Health, Caracas. \' enezuda ("ia
Pan American Sanitan· Bureau. \rHO)
;\1edical College. (~oteberg, S"'eden
~linis[ry of Health. Panama (\'ia L:\ leEF)
~linistry of Health. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
American Embass\". Beirut. Lebanon (for
Point -1 Program)
American Embassy, ~Ionn)\'ia. Liberia (for
Point 4- Program)
Y\finistrv of Health. Guatemala (\'ia l':\'ICEf)
~Iinistry of Health. Costa Rica (via Pan American Sanitary Bureau. \fHO)
Ministry of Health. British Honduras
Y\finistry of Health. Tanganika. East Africa
(\'ia C:\ ICEF)
In addition to these were healLh departments, med~
leal and nursing schools in the Cnited States. and se\'eral police departments. notably in ~[assachuselts,189
It is interesting to note that the reasons the film
EPILOGUE
was so valuable in other countries may not be the
The film was distributed by the Center for Mass same reasons for which it was produced. As men~
Communication at Columbia, under Erik Barnouw: doned before, Olson considered the film a pioneer in
Dorothy Oshlag Olson was the manager, Having. promoting healthy attitudes in the medical professcreened the film for a group of naval medical men, sionals tov.;ard the midwives. Indeed. Barnouw noted
and seeing them laugh and take the film out of con- that the "beautiful brochure designed by Dorothy
text, Stoney had the distribution limited to "restricted Oshlag (Olson) \\'ith ~Iiss ~fary's picrure on the front,
audiences." He didn't \-vant to take the chance that was very carefully written to make clear that the med~
these people he admired so much, and who had ical profession was not endorsing the existence of
trusted him, might be misunderstood by an insensi- midwives, who were considered a temporary and untive audience. 18S
fortunate necessit\,."190 The differences in the use of
In asking if the Center for Mass Communication's the film were pointed out by Stone\,. "The Minister
Board would approve the distribution of ALL MY of Health in India had come w Georgia and wanted
BABIES, Olson wrote in her memo of 4 February the film for his country, I said surely he wanted to
1953 to the Board, tiThe distribution will be re'- translate it. but he assured me thal all his doctors and
stricted to professional use: doctors, midwives, nurses spoke English," Stoney pointed out that the
schools, health departments. Through a series of film is for midwives. The Minister of Health said,'
showings, the Center for Mass Communication hopes "l\o, it's for my doctors and nurses. yfy problem is
to enlist the interests of public health medical and that the midwives are looked dov,;n upon by the
nursing groups in this country as well as the \VHO, doctors and nurses. I want to show them that in the
UNESCO, MSA, the State Department and other United States, where they have very fine medicine.
agencies who may be in a position to assist foreign the doctors are not ashamed to work with the middistribution. The distribution will be financed from wives."191 Stoney said that he didn't have the heart to
the Public Health Revolving Fund. "186 The Board tell the l'vIinister that here they are often held in conapproved distribution of ALL MY BABIES on 22 tempt by the C.S. medical establishment as welL
April 1953,187
Barnou\\' also mentioned ihat many of the techIn her February mt>mo, Olson had pointed out niques shown in the film were unavailable in the [01'had heard in the church in Georgia,lHU He had
written the music to the \'isuals. fitting it to the time.
with a stop \\'atch, "Louis is a \'er~ professional
person. v"e had given him the footage. feel. and time
and he wrote to thaL"lSI
The choir had to come up to that professional
standard. and the\' had ne\'er done that before.
"\Vhen Louis came back with the score. we found out
that the onl\' person in the chorus who could read
music was the director. Othello \\'i150n, \rilsun said
that he would have to sound out every beat for them.
but Louis didn't turn a hair. He kne\\' that he was a
professional. and he treated them as though they
were, and they came right up to his le\'el."182
The chorus learned the music by rote. and they
recorded for two entire e\·enings. when it should
have taken onl\' a few hours. "I remember one of the
solos recorded, about twelve o'clock at night. and the
woman who was singing, just standing there with her
baby sleeping over her shoulder: It was a great experience, "183 Applebaum stated that he thought the
music may have added an emotional dimension to
the film; "It could be called highlighting:' He added,
"As Stoney is a conscientious filmmaker. the film was
made with great love, "184
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eign countries. such as s3\'ing ne\\'spapers, :\.150, certain segments of the film didn'r applY to the \\'a"5 III
"'hich children are born in those countries, such as
the scene in which .\!iss .\Ian' tells \IarYbelle to
up off the floor. implving that the birth must not
take place on the floor. "1 gathered that in a number
of countries. most babies are necessarih' born on the
floor.·· Problems like these prompted the decision to
distribute the film abroad with a magnetic strip, so
that any countn' could add its (m'n nanation, not
only soh'iug the language problem. bur also making
further adaptation practicaL 192
One of the best things that ALL .\lY B.-\BIES did.
according to Stoney. was to sho\\' the doctors in the
South that, if they worked with the mid"'i\'es, they
could get a \'ariety of clinical experience that they
couldn't have recei"ed otherwise, "The\' \\'ould be
\\'orking with people who could teach them some-

thing. and it was one of the best thinl!~ to come trnm
the film. that the group of doctors \\·illin.~ to t~tkt' the
assignments in th~ clinics impro\"t'cL ..\ lot of \ ollngt'l
doctors beg-an to take tho~e assignIlH:'llb,"I~H
L n d e r the a r ran gem en t . . . \\' it h {h t' C en t t' r 10 r
~lass Communicatio!l. all income from the salt' or
rental of {be pl-ints \\'<IS rein\ested in a l't'\ol\'ing
fund. which was spent to prol1lo{e their wider use m
health educatioIl, :\Otlt' of the !HOlle\ was returned
to aI1\' indi\'idual ill\·oh-ed.l~l1 L'nfortunatt'h. at least
one of the member:-. of the cast \\as una\\'are of the
arrangement that the (~eorgia Department of Public
Health had made with the CelHer for \lass Communication and. thinkinf!: that t he film must han' made
a good deal of money for SLOne\". cOlltacted him on
that accounL .\farrha Sapp. una\\'are that Stone,' is
nm the owner lO the rights of the film. contaCted him
shortly after recei\'ing m\' letter of inquiry about the
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Figure 10. Martha Sapp, who played Ida, looks through the camera lens as her feal-liji' IlUsba'nd and dir('(tor
George Stoney look on. Mary ColeJ's son ~Vill pla_ved Ida's husband in the film.
'
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production history. Apparently. the film has become
a source of contention within her famih'. and she
asked Stoney if it were possible that she receiye some
further income from the film. LO help take her "OtH
of the slums."195 Of course. considering the arrangements for distribution. there is no W3\' in which
Stoney can enable her to obtain an\' money from the
film. He did offer to help her Out of her "financial
emergenc\''' with a personal check. H()\\,ever. he
specified that he must receive a letter from her \'erifying that it would be a gift from a friend and not
associated with any payment for services. "It is not
unusual for people who have worked in documentary or educational films to think that they make the
kind of profits earned by Hollywood films. There
was just such a misunderstanding with some people
in Ireland a few years ago when I was making a film.
But once they spoke to me about this, and once we
had a chance to talk it out. we renewed our friendship and remain good friends to this day. "196 It is
certainly hoped that once again, the matter will be
cleared up. as Stoney has maintained a friendship
,with Martha Sapp over the years, having been down
to visit her recently in Georgia. 19i
"If the film is not as well known as it should be.
this is largely because the rules under which it was
made and distributed limited its use to 'professional
training.' An exception was made after much
pleading, for the awarding of a Special Flaherty
Award, which was presented in I'\ew York at a
screening of the Cinema 16 film societ\,."198 The
award was given to the best film made i~ the "Flaherty tradition."199 In discussing the idea of docu~
mentary, Stoney pointed out that their idea of documentary was vef)' different then it is now. HAt that
time in documentary history, we never asked the
questions about re-enactment. It was just a movie. I
just assumed that everybody knew that a movie 'was
made: We never thought that re-enactment was
'faking'; we were just making a movie. It just shows
how naive we were and how ready to. in effect, kid
people. We didn't have the idea that we were 'documenting' something. ALL MY BABIES was documentary in the way that Flaherty re-enacted the
building of the igloo and the way Grierson had defined it, as the 'interpretation of reality.' "200
The Flaherty Award (a City College award of that
period, 1960) that year went to a film about the
climbing of Mt. Everest. "I believe the committee
wanted to give it to ALL l\fY BABIES but couldn't
because it seemed at the time that the film could not
be shown at the award ceremony. So the Special Flaherty Award was invented, and a special dispensation

finall \' arranged (after much plead i ng- "'j t h the
Georgia Public Health Department) to permit it ...
screening. 201 .\fiss '\(an' came north. and .H the reception after the screening. t he critics (Bo~k\
Crowther et a1.) sat at her feet. "'~O:..'
The film continues to carr\' on the tradition of
teaching the "most important qualities of bringing
children into this world" and "celebrating child·
birth."' "Since the Cemer for \[a~.-.: COllllllunication
closed down several years ago. the Stale of (~eorgia
has continued to use the film from its own lihran of
prints for health-educational-related purposes.
There is also an a~reement with the \Iuseulll of
Modern Art which circulates prints for purposes of
film studv.
. If there is all\' income from eitht'J' source.
it would be received by the St~He of (~e()rgia. the
film's title holder:':w3
ALL MY BABIES may be seeing another rejuvenation, by the parents of wda\' who would like to
have their children born at home. ~Is. Olson has
mentioned that she would like to show it to a group
of young parents in Brattleboro. Yermol1t which is
interested in the practice of midwifery.2u.j
So, Miss Mary's teaching carries 011 . . . , .
,
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